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Lisboa region is the perfect golf destination. The tranquillity and satisfaction to be found on the greens are matched only by the quality, number and diversity of lisboa's golf courses.

The region’s natural features are a major attraction for this inspiring and invigorating sport. The nearly year-round sunny and temperate climate combined with a striking landscape of ocean, beaches, rivers, cliffs, dunes and lakes make this a truly exhilarating experience.

Over 20 golf courses can be found along, Lisboa, Cascais, Sintra, Setúbal, Palmela and Sesimbra. All courses are top notch - the only difficulty is selecting one.

Lisboa is much more than outstanding golf courses, it’s an intimate personal experience waiting to be discovered.
Lisboa provides a multitude of experiences.

A capital like no other in the world, with so much to offer, in a truly magical setting. Visitors to Lisboa will take a boatload of wide-ranging memories back home with them.
Prepare yourselves for an intense and surprising city. Lisboa is a city of contrasts where the antiquity of the Historical Neighbourhoods sits harmoniously with the modern architecture of a contemporary capital.

Lisboa is truly a city resort. Just a few miles away from the city centre and Lisbon’s International airport you’ll find superb golf courses to choose from. A region that offers good weather all year round, golf courses designed by the world’s most famous architects to satisfy the demanding golfer, and a wonderful varied coastline.

Lisboa has a wide natural diversity of landscapes and environment, favoured by the presence of the sea, and is a wonderful region to discover. Its landscapes, full of colour, varying with the seasons of the year, connect the sea and the countryside, in a land with the marks of many different cultures.

With its golf courses, golfers can find here the perfect symbiosis between the sea and the countryside, in a wonderfully peaceful atmosphere.

We also have excellent hotels and restaurants, culture and history, sparkling nightlife, great shopping and a whole lot more.

All within easy driving range!
Paço do Lumiar Golf Course

The Paço do Lumiar golf course is a unique 9 holes course located in the centre of Lisbon. A great place to play a challenging round, without losing the whole day. The two floor covered Academy, has 32 bay lake range. Large short game practice area, flags distance markings, large bunkers and a practice putting green. The Clubhouse with the restaurant “Gardens” offers a great variety of dishes, the shop and golf reception, have a very friendly staff to help anyone to enjoy their stay in Lisbon.
Azinhaga das Galhardas, S/N
1600 – 213 LISBOA
Ph (+351) 217 960 108
geral@academiadegolfedelisboa.pt

Academia de Golfe de Lisboa (AGL) is a leisure and golf training space in the heart of the city, where anyone can come and have a good time having a meal or a drink at our bar and restaurant, Golf Spot, and also learning or practicing this great sport.

AGL offers a driving range with 42 mats, 21 of which covered; a putting and chipping green; a Pitch & Putt course with 6 par-3 holes, perfect for short game practice and ideal for beginners. Daily personal or group lessons for kids and adults, with specialized instructors, are also available. With both sides, sport and leisure, AGL is a space that enhances the development of golf, as well as family and businesses.
Situated in Oeiras and surrounded by the most important business centres of Portugal, this 3,515 yard 9 hole course offers players an enjoyable and challenging golf experience in a quiet and secluded setting just 10 minutes away from the busy streets of Lisbon.
Quinta da Marinha Golf Course

This exciting, 18-hole course is designed by the internationally acclaimed golf architect Robert Trent Jones Senior. A par 71 with 5,845 metres. The course is studded with water hazards and its 18 undulating greens will challenge players of all levels, from the novice to the scratch golfer.

The first nine holes are set amongst some of the most spectacular countryside in the area while the second nine are on the cliff tops, with sensational views over the Atlantic. True to form, Trent Jones has laid plenty of traps.

| Inauguration | 1984 |
| Architect | Robert Trent Jones Sr |
| Competitions | Portuguese Ladies Open (1988); PGA Senior Tour Championship (2002); Challenge Tour (2007) |
| Golf Professional | Gledson Santanna |
| Number of Holes | 18 |
| Par | 71 |
| Tees | Penn Eagle |
| Fairways | Bermuda / Lolium |
| Greens | Agrostis Penncross |
| Slope Rating | 134 |
| Course Rating | 71.1 |
| Prof. Length | 5848m |
| Male Length | 5479m |
| Female Length | 5106m |
| Partners | No |
| Other Members | Yes |
| Green Fee | Yes |
| Juniors | Yes |
| Individual | Yes |
| Groups | Yes |
| Clinics / Golf Clubs | Yes |
| Trolley / Balls | Yes |
| Buggy / Lockers | Yes |
| Driving | Yes |
| Shops / Restaurants | Yes |
| Others | Jones Bar, Monte Mar Cascais |
| Accommodation | Hotel Quinta da Marinha Resort |
| Equipment | 2 Swimming Pools (indoor and outdoor), Sauna, Turkish Bath, 2 Bars (Golf and Hotel), Gym, Massage |
| Views | Atlantic Ocean & Sintra Hills |
One of Portugal’s oldest and most emblematic courses, the Estoril Golf Course, is located in the residential area of Estoril, only 1km from the Hotel Palácio, the beach of Estoril and the famous Casino. Owned by the Hotel Palácio from 1929 and redesigned in 1936 by the famous architect Mackenzie Ross, this stunning 18 hole Championship Course is a par 69 with 5189 meters, surrounded by colourful flora, including mimosas, pine and eucalyptus trees. The Portuguese Open was played 20 times, Ladies Open and 63 times the Portuguese International Championship Amateur. Another excellent 9 hole the Blue Course, provides the perfect location for less experienced players to develop their skills. Golf Estoril also features an elegant Clubhouse attractively situated in a pine forest setting, with a refined restaurant, 2 bars, swimming pool and Pro Shop. Guests of the Hotel Palácio have preferential tee times and green fees at a special rate.
There is a real sense of occasion when you play Oitavos Dunes. Links Golf as it was meant to be, a golf experience only found at the famed courses in Scotland and Ireland and never before in Continental Europe.

Oitavos Dunes, a World Class Golf Experience, lies in the heart of the Sintra-Cascais Natural Park, near Lisbon, designed by the legendary Arthur Hills to blend seamlessly with nature and the magnificent sand dunes beside the Atlantic Ocean. Debuting in 2001, it is recognized today as one of the finest natural links golf course in the world.

Inauguration 2001
Architect Arthur Hills
Competitions Five European Tour Portuguese Open; Four finals of the European Tour Seniors; Ladies European Tour; Euro Pro Tour; Golf Sixes 2019 to 2021.
Record 63
Golf Professional Gregory Bourdy
Number of Holes 18
Par 71
Tees Bermuda
Fairways Bermuda
Greens Agrostis L93
Slope Rating Yellow Tees - 120
Course Rating Yellow Tees - 70.3
Prof. Length Black Tees - 6372m
Male Length Yellow Tees - 5605m
Female Length Red Tees - 4488m
Partners No
Other Members No
Green Fee Yes
Juniors Yes
Individual Yes
Groups Yes
Clinics / Golf Clubs Yes
Trolley / Balls Yes
Buggy / Lockers Yes
Driving Yes
Shops / Restaurants Yes
Other 300m Driving Range, Short Game area and practice bunkers, 2 large putting greens
Accommodation The Oitavos Hotel
Equipment SPA, indoor and outdoor swimming Pool, Gym, Tennis, Health and Racquet Club
Views Atlantic Ocean & Sintra Hills
Belas Clube de Campo

Belas is a Championship Golf Course. The layout is extraordinary, with several fairways and greens set in deep valleys, and it affords unforgettable panoramic scenery to golfers and visitors. With its excellent variety of holes, the course is a pleasure to play, whatever one’s handicap level. It demands both skill and tactical play, and is acknowledged both locally and internationally as one of Portugal’s best layouts. It has in operation an Environmental Management System (EMS) that enables its staff to monitor all matters relating to the environment. The EMS holds an ISO 14001 certification, and is also certified to the European “Committed to Green” Programme.
Lisbon’s Home of Golf is ranked in top 3 of Classic Golf Courses in Portugal. The club was founded in 1861 and to this day still maintains its British feel and heritage. The 18-hole layout, designed by Hawtree & Sons, is set in one of the most picturesque and naturally beautiful areas of Lisbon’s surrounding countryside. When you play the course the natural beauty and landscape strike you immediately, as all holes are bordered by many different species of trees and bushes and it is common to see more partridges and rabbits on the fairways than golf balls. Only 15 minutes away from Lisbon and Cascais, it is the perfect course to play and fly the same day.
Ranked in the top 30 Courses in Continental Europe, the 27-hole course at Penha Longa Resort designed by the famed Robert Trent Jones, Jr. is escapist golf at its best. With its bold drives, courageous approaches and artful greens, it is both an adrenalin rush and a soothing journey through one of Portugal’s most inspiring landscapes. Exciting at every turn, this championship challenge and host to the Portuguese Open, is a master test of variety and thrills. Penha Longa Golf courses offer three different circuits: Atlantic Championship, Atlantic North and Atlantic South, providing completely different experiences throughout the amazing hills of Sintra and Penha Longa Resort.

Inauguration: 1992
Architect: Robert Trent Jones Jr.
Record: 64 - Phillip Price
Golf Professional: Yes
Number of Holes: 18 + 9
Par: 72
Tees: Cool Season Grass
Fairways: Poa Pratensis/Lollium/Festuca
Greens: Bentgrass / Poa Annua
Slope Rating: 129
Course Rating: 71,5
Prof. Length: 5944m
Male Length: 5524m
Female Length: 5092m
Partners: Yes
Other Members: Yes
Green Fee: Yes
Juniors: Yes
Individual: Yes
Groups: Yes
Clinics / Golf Clubs: Yes
Trolley / Balls: Yes
Buggy / Lockers: Yes
Driving: Yes
Shops / Restaurants: Yes
Other: Yes
Putting Green, Chipping and Bunker Area
Accommodation: 5 star Ritz Carlton Resort; Hotel with 194 rooms
Equipment: Health Club, SPA, Tennis, Swimming Pool, Sauna, Bar
Views: Sintra Mountain

www.penhalonga.com

Estrada da Lagoa Azul, Linhó
2714-511 Sintra
Ph (+351) 219 249 031
reservas.golf@penhalonga.com
Take the next shot at the Pestana Beloura Golf course. Make more of your stay in Lisbon area by playing at the Pestana Beloura Golf course, located by the verdant foothills of Sintra, a breath-taking backdrop. Designed by Rocky Roquemore, this is a fairly flat course and provides a not-too-strenuous test to all abilities an enjoyable challenge for golfers of all levels with its 7 lakes.

The course is complimented by excellent practice facilities with PGA qualified teachers and an excellent Clubhouse which incorporates the Golf Shop, from which rental and other golf equipment is available. At the Bar 19 you can enjoy a beer, Portuguese wines, meals and tapas on the splendid terrace overlooking the 18th hole and the Sintra Hills.

Inauguration 1994
Architect Rocky Roquemore
Competitions National Seniors Championship
Record 62
Golf Professional Keith Barrett
Number of Holes 18
Par 72
Tees Penneagle
Fairways Tifton 419
Greens Penncross
Slope Rating 123
Course Rating 68.8
Prof. Length 5716m
Male Length 5498m
Female Length 5094m
Partners Yes
Other Members Yes
Green Fee Yes
Juniors Yes
Individual Yes
Groups Yes
Clinics / Golf Clubs Yes
Trolley / Balls Yes
Buggy / Lockers Yes
Driving Yes
Shops / Restaurants Yes
Accommodation Pestana Sintra Golf
Equipment Clubhouse, Driving Range, Putting Green, Chipping & Pitching & Bunker Green, Restaurant, Pro-shop
Views Sintra Hills
Golf Aldeia dos Capuchos

A well designed 9-hole course which allows you to play in a short time, but forcing the golfer to use his full capacities. Golf Aldeia dos Capuchos offers all the services required by the most rigorous golfer, 4**** Hotel, SPA, Business Center and a modern Clubhouse with a splendid view of the sea and many more details that you will discover with pleasure during the game.

The ideal Golf Course for all type of game situations: alone, with friends, family, in tournaments, business or in corporate programs. You can start learning or improve your game with our resident PRO. Golf Aldeia dos Capuchos is located in the historic village of Capuchos in Caparica. Only 20 minutes from Lisbon International Airport, 15 minutes from downtown and 3 Km far away from fine sandy beaches of Costa da Caparica.
Located in a protected pine woodland, 30 minutes from central Lisboa, south of river Tagus and near to the beach. Aroeira’s mild climate allows playing golf along all year. Aroeira I was designed by Architect Frank Pennink in 1973 with a beautiful tree-lined course adorned by 5 lakes.

The course has 6044 meters long and a par 72. Apart from the quality of two 18 holes championship golf courses, Aroeira offers self catering apartments for rent, a tropical swimming pool, tennis courts and a shopping area with restaurant, supermarket among other shops.
Set in a pine wood with several lakes and benefiting from a microclimate that allows you to play golf all year round, Aroeira II Golf Course offers players of all levels a stimulating and diversified challenge. Aroeira’s second 18 hole Golf Course, Aroeira II opened in April 2000. Its architect, Donald Steel, took the European Tour recommendations and designed a course with future Portuguese Opens in mind. The 18 long greens surrounded by 5 lakes and the various tees for each hole mean it can be played of all levels. For a number of years it has hosted the Qualifying School of Ladies European Tour and several Portuguese Ladies Opens.
The Montado Hotel & Golf Resort is a perfect destination to enjoy the best of the region and to get out of the routine. With 90 rooms and 3 suites, all with balcony, stands out the golf course that has been hosted the most important competitions in Portugal, famous for the green of hole 18 located on an island.

It also features 2 meeting rooms with natural light and full equipped, a restaurant with panoramic view and capacity for 140 people, bar with terrace, Spa, gym and free parking. A privileged place for business events, meetings, congresses and team building, or to celebrate a special date, such as a wedding, an anniversary or a baptism. Located at the Costa Azul, a region famous for its wines, nature, traditional flavours and magnificent beaches.
With the Arrábida mountains as its backdrop, the Quinta do Peru golf course offers amateurs a pleasant game, whilst also presenting a challenge for professionals. Since 1999 Quinta do Peru Golf Course is on the ranking of the Top 100 Courses in Continental Europe, promoted by the prestigious magazine, Golf World. With its many trees and wild flowers, the course provides a varied start, for the first three holes consist of a par 5, a 386-metre par 4 and a 186-metre par 3. Amongst the first nine holes, attention is drawn to the short eighth hole, with a lake in front of its green. The next nine holes are even more difficult. Number 12 is a par 4 which, although not very long, has a lake running beside the fairway and down to the green. Then comes what is probably the most difficult test on the course: hole 16, a 200-metre par 3, where one needs to play over a lake to reach the green. The course’s recognised quality has led to its hosting several events from the European Challenge Tour.
Tróia Golf Championship Course is located on the Tróia Peninsula, a long a flat and sandy stretch of land across the Sado Estuary, which separates the Setúbal lagoon from the Atlantic Ocean, with the dramatic backdrop of the Arrábida mountain range.

This gem of a course was ranked #17 amongst Europe’s Top 100 Courses by British magazine “Golf World”.

The American golf architect Robert Trent Jones Senior achieved a real masterpiece of golf course design at Tróia, creating a true championship layout and providing a genuine test of skill for the lowers handicap golfer together with enjoyment for the more modest player.

In 2008 while the golf course was being refurbished, a new Clubhouse was built. Planned by the architect João Paciência, the Clubhouse offers you the chance to savour a delicious meal overlooking the lake in perfect harmony with the surrounding landscape.
This is one of the two courses that goes to make up this sprawling resort lying in a pretty forest 45 minutes outside of Lisboa. With E.G.D., Peter Townsend designed this dearly as championship course. With a total length of 7,370 yards still an easy course to walk, despite the beautifully sloping terrain and dales lined with magnificent cork oak-trees. Having said that, the large number of tee boxes makes this a course where most golfers, might card a flattering score, because the greens are huge with only a few contours. It can be tougher for the long-hitters, because while they can get rip at leisure they need to be a careful with narrow fairway, some rather large bunkers and a few water hazards the threaten the shot; on the 14th, you will need to know just how far you can hit it to make that short-cut.
The design of this course was assigned to another former European Tour player, Michael King, again under the expert supervision of European Golf Design. This is again the same type of environment with a lot of cork oak-trees, and while the style is more British than American (like Ribagolfe I), there is still a certain feeling of uniformity, maybe due primarily to the type of vegetation. This course is intended more for members, which explains why the yardage and the width of the fairways are much more reasonable. The greens are pretty huge and moderately contoured. Water hazards are in play only in two holes, which again adds to the cool comfort of a peaceful day spent golfing with friends. Other hazards like little dales threaten the tee shot on the par 3 holes and add a little spice. A serious piece of golf with excellent green-keeping to match.
Lying just 30 minutes north of Lisbon, CampoReal Golf enjoys a wonderful tranquil location.

It’s a challenging par-72, 18-hole course that runs through the hills. Blind shots, steep inclines and wooded valleys create a series of obstacles that will make playing this course unlike any other you’ve encountered.
Guardian Bom Sucesso Golf

Bom Sucesso Resort is a unique project conceived in detail by 23 internationally renowned architects such as Souto Moura or Siza Vieira. Located on the banks of Óbidos Lagoon, near the Historic town of Óbidos and at 80km distance away from Lisbon, this is a place of authentic beauty developed in an area of about 160 hectares. Designed by one of the most prestigious golf architects in the world, Donald Steel, Guardian Bom Sucesso Golf, an 18-hole championship golf course, par-72, offers astonishing views of the natural landscape. Built over a 60 hectares area and having a parkland layout, this course offers well-designed greens and strategically placed bunkers that demand an active game strategy. The hole 17 is a spectacular par-5 and is the signature-hole: here one will have a magnificent view to the Lagoon and Ocean, and it is where one will find the most difficult exit shot of the course.
The first hole, a generous right-handed dogleg, heads north, setting up a spectacular combination of holes overlooking the lagoon (Lagoa de Óbidos). The feature hole of the front nine is the 3rd, a 144m Par 3 off the yellow tees to an island green, with the stunning Óbidos lagoon in the background. The second nine holes overlook the Atlantic Ocean. Six of the holes meander between an intricate ecosystem of lakes interconnected by cascading streams. The highlight of the back nine is the 18th, a 490m Par 5 off the yellow tees, with a panoramic over the back nine, the Clubhouse and the ocean beyond.

The Clubhouse offers a restaurant with a variety of menus available, one bar, lounge, pro-shop and bags storage area. Sitting out on the generous terrace, visitors can enjoy spectacular views of the golf course and the cascading lakes and streams, “and some genuinely beautiful sunsets” over the Atlantic Ocean.
Less than an hour away from Lisbon, West Cliffs golf course was designed by Cynthia Dye ASGCA, member of the world-famous golf course design atelier Dye Designs Group. With excellent views over the sea in all the holes, Par 72 is placed in a 200 ha area by the sea amidst the dunes and the coastline vegetation.

West Cliffs the 1st Dye golf course in Portugal and the 4th in Europe and it will surely be one of the most famous golf projects in the world.

Cynthia Dye, nephew of the renowned architect Pete Dye said: “Offering views over the Atlantic in all holes, West Cliffs is one of the most natural golf courses I can ever think of. Its location is superb. We only hat to model a little to place the greens, according to the limits of the grass-covered area.

The golf course was already waiting for us.”

| Inauguration | 2017 |
| Architect | Cynthia Dye |
| Golf Professional | Luis Barroso |
| Number of Holes | 18 |
| Par | 72 |
| Tees | Festuca |
| Fairways | Festuca |
| Greens | Agrostis |
| Slope Rating | 134 |
| Course Rating | 73.9 |
| Prof. Length | 6337m |
| Male Length | 5486m |
| Female Length | 4650m |
| Green Fee | Yes |
| Juniors | Yes |
| Individual | Yes |
| Groups | No |
| Clinics / Golf Clubs | Yes |
| Trolley / Balls | Yes |
| Buggy / Lockers | Yes |
| Driving | Yes |
| Shops / Restaurants | Yes |
| Accommodation | Marriott Praia d’El Rey |
Arguably the most stunning golf course in Europe, Praia d’El Rey is set among extensive pine forests and undulating dunes, with spectacular views over the Atlantic Ocean and the Berlenga Islands beyond. Designed by the renowned American golf architect, Cabell B. Robinson and inaugurated on 14th June 1997, the courses 87 bunkers, generous greens and abundant natural vegetation contrast sharply with the lush fairways making it the complete golfing challenge. Praia d’El Rey is rated amongst the top courses in Europe by Golf World magazine and is one of the major golfing destinations for both private and sponsored events, as well as international tournaments. Praia d’El Rey offers a highly sought after and unique mixture of seaside links on the back-nine (including 4 holes stretching along the seafront) and 5 parkland holes on the front-nine. A true test of golf for golfers of all levels.
Visit Lisboa at
visitlisboa.com

Turismo de Lisboa
Rua do Arsenal, 23
1100-038 Lisboa
Ph (+351) 210 312 700
Fax (+351) 210 312 899
atl@visitlisboa.com

Lisboa Golf Coast

Golf in Lisboa